Meeting commenced at 1:00 p.m

Present at Meeting:  Chief Melanson, Lt. Buckley, Traffic Officer Noddin, Kat Krajewski, Jim Platosh, and Amber Rush

**New Business:**

1219-01- Difficulty turning Left from Mt Spring Road onto Rte 4. Requesting sign on Rte 4 warning drivers that traffic is entering from the Left.

While looking at the area via Google Maps, it was determined that there already exists signage showing that at the curve, there’s a street that can enter intersection on the left. This sign already meets current standards and is highly unlikely the state (as it’s a state road) would put any additional signage.

Item Closed.

1219-02- Sylvan Ave at Lovely Street is viewed as a cut-thru, resulting in cars turning down Sylvan and over to Extension, only to find there’s no way out. As a result cars are turning around at 1 Extension Street’s driveway on a daily basis.

The suggestion to put a “No Outlet sign” has been approved. Town Highway to install sign.

Item Closed.

1219-03- Too much traffic from Wolf Pitt at Birdseye, making it difficult to cross the street at the crosswalk and seems to be the cause of several accidents.

Upon reviewing the accident data and discussing the likelihood of increased traffic due to the medical buildings that are now there, it seems feasible that we can ask the state to do a study of the intersection and see if a signal-controlled intersection is warranted. In the meantime, we will continue to monitor speeding in that area.

Item Closed.

1219-04- Owners of Five Corners Bistro and Bar are requesting a crosswalk from their restaurant to the plaza across the street, as well as a bus shelter in front of the restaurant.

Kat to follow-up with Rose Ponte to get more clarity on why a crosswalk/shelter is necessary.

Item Tabled.

Meeting adjourned at 1:30 pm.

Respectfully Submitted,
Amber Rush- Police Management Assistant